β-Si6−zAlzOzN8−zis a prominent example of systems suitable as hosts for creating materials for light-emitting diodes. In this work, the electronic structure of a series of ordered and disordered β-Si6−zAlzOzN8−z systems is investigated by means of ab initio calculations, using the FLAPW and the Green function KKR methods. Finite temperature effects are included within the alloy analogy model. We found that the trends with the Al/O doping are similar for ordered and disordered structures. The electronic band gap decreases with increasing z by about 1 eV when going from z=0 to z=2. The optical gap decreases analogously as the electronic band gap. The changes in the density of states (DOS) at Si and N atoms introduced by doping β-Si3N4 with Al and O are comparable to the DOS at Al and O atoms themselves. The bottom of the conduction band in β-Si6−zAlzOzN8−z is formed by extended states residing on all atomic types. Increasing the temperature leads to a shift of the bottom of the conduction band to lower energies. The amount of this shift increases with increasing doping z.
I. INTRODUCTION
β-Si 6−z Al z O z N 8−z doped with rare earth ions is one of the intensively studied classes of materials suitable for light-emitting diodes (LEDs). In particular, Eudoped β-Si 6−z Al z O z N 8−z with z=0.17 is a promising green phosphor candidate for creating white light in phosphor-converted LEDs [1] . One of its attractive properties is a good thermal stability [2] [3] [4] . The β-Si 6−z Al z O z N 8−z :Eu 2+ system can be prepared in many modifications -one can vary the level of Al/O doping z as well as of the Eu concentration. A lot of studies have been devoted to it and a lot of results have been gathered. However, also due complexity of the system, the conclusions are sometimes controversial and the knowledge scattered. For example, the ranges of the doping z employed in different studies often do not overlap, so a direct comparison is difficult.
The first step in studying rare-earth-doped β-Si 6−z Al z O z N 8−z is investigating the host system, β-Si 6−z Al z O z N 8−z , which derives from hexagonal β-Si 3 N 4 . A lot of attention has focused on the structure of β-Si 6−z Al z O z N 8−z , i.e., on the positions of Al and O atoms [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . The studies performed up to now indicate that the structure is neither crystalline nor totally random; probably there is some degree of ordering. The focus is mostly on the positions of the O atoms, because it is the states related to O atoms which are thought to be important for the electronic properties of β-Si 6−z Al z O z N 8−z . If we describe the structure of β-Si 3 N 4 via the space group 176 (P 6 3 /m), the Si atoms are all equivalent occupying the 6h Wyckoff positions while the N atoms are split into two groups, occupying the 6h positions and the 2c positions. The O atoms substitute the N atoms in Si 3 N 4 . Some experimental studies suggest a slight preference of O atoms for the 6h sites [5] [6] [7] but the results are not conclusive. Some theoretical studies do not indicate any preference for the positions of the O atoms [8] . Recent comprehensive theoretical simulations of Wang et al. [9] indicate that O atoms should substitute N atoms at the 2c positions. Increase of the Al/O doping z leads to less ordering [10] .
An important characteristics of all luminescent materials is the electronic band gap E g . There is common agreement that the gap of β-Si 6−z Al z O z N 8−z decreases with increasing z. However, conflicting results have been obtained about the rate of this decrease. Calculations of Ching et al. [11] and Boyko et al. [12] suggested a very rapid decrease of E g with increasing z. On the other hand, Hirosaki et al. [13] and Wang et al. [9] found a much slower decrease.
Linked to this is the question about the mechanism which leads to the decrease of the gap with increasing z and about the character of the states at the top of the valence band (VB) and at the bottom of the conduction band (CB). Calculations of Boyko et al. [12] and Wang et al. [14] suggest that the bottom of the CB is formed by impurity-like states related to O. Other calculations do not confirm this [9, 13] and indicate that the bottom of the CB is composed mainly by bonding states between Si and N [9] .
Another interesting issue is the thermal quenching of the luminescence. The fact that the thermal stability of Eu-doped β-Si 6−z Al z O z N 8−z is, in general, very good seems to be well established [2, 3] . However, there have been conflicting reports how this stability varies upon changes of z. Experimental data of Xie et al. [2] indicate that increase of z leads to smaller thermal quenching for the Al/O concentration range 0.1 < z < 0.5. On the other hand, experimental data of Zhang et al. [10] show that increasing z from 0.03 to 0.18 leads to a larger thermal quenching. Wang et al. [9] calculated the thermal ionization barrier as the energy difference between the Eu 5d impurity levels and the bottom of the conduction band and concluded that the thermal quenching decreases when going from z=0.125 to z=0.167 but then it increases (when going from z=0.167 to z=0.208). Variation of the thermal stability with z is often associated with variation of the lattice rigidity: lower rigidity of the crystal structure means larger electron-lattice coupling, which in turn leads to a larger thermal quenching of the luminescence [2, 10] . There is theoretical [15] as well as experimental [10] evidence that if z increases, the Debye temperature Θ D , which can be seen as a measure of the lattice rigidity, decreases.
It follows from the above that the understanding of some basic physical properties of β-Si 6−z Al z O z N 8−z is still patchy and some issues are unclear or even controversial. In particular this concerns the dependence of the gap E g on the Al/O doping and the character of the electronic states at the bottom of the CB. Also it would be quite interesting to learn how the changes in the rigidity of the lattice translate into changes in the electronic structure; this could provide a more complete picture relevant for assessing the influence of the Al/O doping on the thermal quenching of luminescence in rare-earth doped β-
Because different studies led to different outcomes in the past, there is a need for a new study which would employ more calculational approaches, so that robust conclusions can be drawn. Also the fact that the structure of β-Si 6−z Al z O z N 8−z is neither fully ordered nor disordered should be taken into account. Lastly, the range of z for the β-Si 6−z Al z O z N 8−z systems in the study should be such that is covers both large values (z ≈ 2), where the effect of the doping will be most visible, and small values (z ≈ 0.1-0.3), so that the composition will be similar to the composition of technologically interesting materials.
Therefore, we present in this paper a theoretical study of the electronic structure for a series of β-Si 6−z Al z O z N 8−z systems, performed by employing (i) the full-potential augmented plane waves (FLAPW) method as implemented in the wien2k code and (ii) the Green function multiple-scattering or Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker (KKR) method as implemented in the sprkkr code. We investigate ordered systems (using supercells) as well as disordered systems, treated within the coherent potential approximation (CPA). Finite temperature effects are accounted for within the alloy analogy model. Our focus is on the density of states but we present also optical absorption spectra, to provide a link to quantities more relevant to the luminescence.
II. METHODOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK

A. Systems
We investigate a range of β-Si 6−z Al z O z N 8−z systems derived from the parental β-Si 3 N 4 compound by substituting Si with Al and N with O. The structure of β-Si 3 N 4 is hexagonal, described by the space group 176 (P 6 3 /m), with lattice constants a=7.632Å and c=2.919Å. The unit cell contains two formula units. All Si atoms are equivalent, located at the 6h Wyckoff positions. The N atoms split into two groups, located at the 6h and at the 2c positions. As concerns the doping z, our main focus is on systems with z=0, 0.333, 0.5, 1, and 2. However, we performed also few exploratory calculations for systems with z=0.03-0.24, to make sure that we do not miss any unexpected trends that may be present for low doping. As it turned out that this is not the case (the respective results can be viewed just as an interpolation between results for z=0 and z=0.333), the lowest doping for which the data are presented here is z=0.333; for even lower z, the influence of Al/O doping would be visually very hardly identifiable in the respective data curves, so showing them would not bring anything really new.
The focus of our work is on the electronic structure. As the disorder present in β-Si 6−z Al z O z N 8−z prevents precise knowledge of the atomic positions, we are interested in drawing conclusions which are not dependent on a particular choice of the structure. Therefore we include in our study both ordered structures and structures with substitutional disorder. To emphasize the effect of varying the composition and of changing the degree of order, we take the geometric structure (interatomic distances) identical for all the systems we investigate; no structural relaxation was attempted.
For ordered structures, the positions of the dopants were chosen so that the O atoms substitute N atoms in the 2c positions [9] . The structures were built by means of supercells of the parental β-Si 3 N 4 structure. The z=0.333 composition is described using the 1×1×3 supercell, and the z=0.5, 1, and 2 compositions are described using the 1×1×2 supercell. We selected only one ordered structure for each composition, to facilitate a comparison with disordered systems, on which our main emphasis is laid. Perspective drawings of the ordered structures are shown in Fig. 1 ; we depict chunks corresponding to 1×1×6 supercells as this enables us to show structures generated by means of 1×1×2 and 1×1×3 supercells on the same footing.
For disordered systems we assume a complete substitutional disorder. This means that those 6h sites which were occupied by Si in the parental β-Si 3 N 4 are occupied partially by Si and partially by Al (with the appropriate concentrations), the 2c sites are occupied partially by N and partially by O, and those 6h sites which where occupied by N in β-Si 3 N 4 are left intact, i.e., again occupied by N. For disordered systems there is a greater freedom in choosing the Al/O doping level z; therefore, we consid- ered not only systems with z=0.333, 0.5, 1, and 2 (which are analogs to ordered systems modeled by supercells) but also with z=0.03, 0.10, 0.18 and 0.24.
Some of the earlier studies [11] [12] [13] assume that O atoms are in 6h Wyckoff positions rather than in 2c positions. Therefore, to facilitate a more direct comparison in situations where results of different studies deviate (see below in Sec. III A), we did some calculations also for disordered structures with O atoms in 6h positions.
B. Computational methods
The calculations were performed within the ab-initio framework of the density functional theory, relying on the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) using the Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof (PBE) functional [16] . First, self-consistent calculations were performed to obtain the potential. Density of states and, in the case of ordered systems, optical absorption spectra were calculated thereafter.
The electronic structure of ordered systems was calculated by means of the wien2k code [17] . Wave functions in the interstitial regions were expanded in plane waves, with the plane wave cutoff chosen so that R MT K max =7.0 (where R MT represents the smallest atomic sphere radius and K max is the magnitude of the largest wave vector). The R MT radii were taken as 1.51 a.u. for Si, 1.51 a.u. for Al, 1.59 a.u. for N, and 1.75 a.u. for O. The wavefunctions inside the spheres were expanded in spherical harmonics up to the maximum angular momentum ℓ (FLAPW) max =10. The k-space integration was performed via a modified tetrahedron integration scheme. Selfconsistent calculations were performed using a grid of k-points distributed as 6×6×15 for the standard Si 3 N 4 hexagonal unit cell, 6×6×7 for the 1×1×2 supercell, and 6×6×4 for the 1×1×3 supercell. When computing the density of states (DOS) and the optical absorption spectra, we used a k-mesh distributed as 10×10×24 for the Si 3 N 4 unit cell, 10×10×11 for the 1×1×2 supercell, and 10×10×7 for the 1×1×3 supercell.
Systems with substitutional disorder were treated using the sprkkr code [18] . Mostly there were no restrictions on the shape of the potential, i.e., the code was used in the full potential (FP) mode. When doing calculations for finite temperatures, the potential was subject to the atomic spheres approximation (ASA). For the multipole expansion of the Green function, an angular momentum cutoff ℓ (KKR) max =2 was used. The disorder was treated within the CPA. The k-space integration was carried out via sampling on a regular k-mesh. Self-consistent calculations were performed using a grid of 20×20×20 points in the full Brillouin zone, density of states was calculated using a grid of 24×24×24 points. All DOS data presented here were broadened by a lorentzian with full width at half maximum of 0.13 eV (for both ordered and disordered structures).
Finite temperature effects were included by means of the so-called alloy analogy model [19] : temperatureinduced atomic displacements were treated as localized and uncorrelated, giving rise to an additional type of disorder that can be described using the CPA. The atomic potentials were considered as frozen. Atomic vibrations were described using 14 displacement vectors, each of them being assigned the same probability. The lengths of these displacement vectors were set so that, on the average, they reproduce the temperature-dependent root mean square displacement u 2 as given by the Debye theory [19] . For this one needs to know the Debye temperature Θ D . Using the calculations of Brgoch et al. [15] , we take Θ D =954 K for z=0, Θ D =923 K for z=0.333, Θ D =907 K for z=0.5, Θ D =858 K for z=1, and Θ D =759 K for z=2. Displacements for different elements were set so that differences in their atomic masses are taken into account.
When comparing the DOS for ordered and disordered systems, one should keep in mind that the elementspecific DOS is defined in a bit different way in the wien2k code and in the sprkkr code. Generally, sitespecific DOS n (i) (E) is defined as an integral of the local DOS,
within a suitable volume V i around the site i. When using wien2k, this volume is the appropriate muffin-tin sphere of radius R (i)
MT . When using sprkkr, is it either a Voronoi polyhedron containing the site i (in the FP mode) or the respective atomic sphere (in the ASA mode). The volume of the Voronoi polyhedron or the atomic sphere employed by sprkkr is larger than the volume of the muffin-tin sphere employed by wien2k, which is reflected also in respective element-or site-specific densities of states. This is just a technical issue affecting the absolute values of the DOS data, it has no implications for the conclusions.
Throughout this study, we use the wien2k code to deal with the ordered β-Si 6−z Al z O z N 8−z structures and the sprkkr code if the β-Si 6−z Al z O z N 8−z structure is substitutionally disordered. In principle we could use the sprkkr code for the ordered structures as well. However, dealing with the supercells (which describe the ordered structures) is computationally quite demanding and employing the wien2k code based on the FLAPW method is easier in this respect than employing the sprkkr code. Using different codes to describe the two classes of systems means that the results for ordered and disordered systems cannot be directly compared on a one-to-one basis. If the wien2k and sprkkr codes are applied to the same system, the results are similar but not identical [20, 21] . For our case this is illustrated in Fig. 2 where we show the total DOS for undoped β-Si 3 N 4 , calculated by wien2k and by sprkkr in the FP mode. The main features of the DOS are provided by both calculations but there appears to be a systematic shift for the unoccupied states. We checked that the distribution of the DOS between Si and N atoms as well as between different angular-momentum components (s, p, d states) is quite similar for both codes. Our main focus is on comparing the trends for ordered and disordered structures with the doping z and in this respect our approach yields robust conclusions. This means that we can rely on the ASA mode when doing finite temperature calculations later in Sec. III C.
The conclusion that the top of the VB is dominated by N states and the bottom of the CB is dominated by N and Si states agrees well with the results of Hirosaki et al. [13] , Sevik and Bulutay [22] , or Wang et al. [9] . Similar distribution of DOS weights among the Si, N, Al, and O atoms can be seen also in the results of Boyko et al. [12] but only if one ignores the low-lying impurity-like band which was obtained by their calculations and not by ours (see the discussion related to Figs. 4-6 below). On the other hand, earlier calculations of Xu and Ching [23] provided a bit different picture; in their study the importance of Si states is significantly higher than what follows from Fig. 3 .
The band gap obtained using wien2k for ordered β-Si 6−z Al z O z N 8−z and using sprkkr for disordered β-Si 6−z Al z O z N 8−z differs. The data are summarized in Tab. I. Typically, wien2k leads to E g by about 1 eV larger than sprkkr (in the FP mode). The difference between wien2k and sprkkr results is due to the calculational method and not due to the disorder, because there is a difference even for z=0 (undoped β-Si 3 N 4 ), where the structure is the same. The reason for the dif- ference is unclear; both calculations use the same PBE functional [16] . A possible factor might be the linearization error in the FLAPW method [24] . Note that earlier results for undoped β-Si 3 N 4 exhibited some dependence of E g on the calculational method as well. E.g., plane waves vasp calculations of Hirosaki [13] provided E g of 3.5 eV while wien2k calculations of Boyko [12] led to E g of 4.3 eV, despite both studies using a GGA functional. The rate of decrease of E g with increasing z is similar for all calculational methods we used in Tab. I. It is similar to the rate following from earlier vasp calculations of Hirosaki [13] and Wang [9] . However, LCAO calculations of Ching [11] and wien2k calculations of Boyko [12] indicated a much quicker decrease of the band gap with increasing z. Specifically, Ching et al. [11] observed a decrease from about 4 eV for z=0 to about 1.3 eV for z=1 and Boyko et al. [12] observed a decrease from 4.3 eV for z=0 to 1.8 eV or 2.2 eV for z=2, (depending on the structural model). The difference between the results of Hirosaki et al. [13] , Wang et al. [9] and ours on the one hand and of Ching et al. [11] and Boyko et al. [12] on the other hand is quite big. The trend of the experimental data is similar to our results: there is a decrease of E g from 7.2 eV for z=0 to 6.2 eV for z=2 [12] .
The absolute values of E g provided by the calculations are smaller than values obtained from experiment, which is a common problem of the GGA.
In principle, one cannot exclude that the reason for the differences in the calculated trend of E g with z as provided by different studies is the differences in the structural models employed. However, it does not seem to be likely because there is already a considerable spread in the structure among the models which give rise to similar trends of E g . In particular, the studies of Wang et al. [9] and of ours put O atoms into 2c Wyckoff positions whereas Hirosaki et al. [13] put O atoms into 6h positions and yet in all three cases the decrease of E g with increasing z is relatively slow. Moreover, we performed an additional set of calculations for disordered structures with O atoms in 6h positions and found no significant difference in the dependence of E g on z with respect to the situation when O atoms are in 2c positions (which is our standard). The fact that both studies which reported a quick decrease of E g with increasing z [11, 12] employed structures with O atoms in 6h positions thus seems to be rather coincidental. One should also take into account that our study included ordered as well as disordered structures and the rate of decrease of E g with z is similar in both cases. The reason why the studies of Hirosaki et al. [13] , Wang et al. [9] and ours differ in this respect from the studies of Ching et al. a non-radiative channel to remove electrons from excited Eu 5d states [25] . Our calculations indicate that the unoccupied states are more affected by Al/O doping than occupied states. A detailed view on element-specific density of unoccupied states is provided by Fig. 4 . Upper panels show data for ordered structures, lower panels show data for disordered structures. Similarly as in Fig. 3 , data reflect the concentrations of each of the element in the β-Si 6−z Al z O z N 8−z unit cell. Therefore, when going from z=0.333 to z=2, the importance of Aland O-related DOS increases. Fig. 4 provides an overall view on the DOS at the bottom of the CB and on how it changes with z. A more focused view can be obtained by inspecting the difference between the DOS of doped β-Si 6−z Al z O z N 8−z and undoped β-Si 3 N 4 ,
(2) Fig. 6 , keeping in mind that the vertical scales are identical for all panels). This indicates that the states at the bottom of the CB are extended, solid-like. We do not see signatures of localized impurity-like states reported by Boyko et al. [12] or Wang et al. [14] . Similar conclusions (extended character of the low-lying unoccupied states) could be drawn also from some other earlier calculations [9, 13, 22] .
Linked to this is the question about the mechanism how the band gap decreases with increasing z. Our results indicate that this is mostly due to changes at the bottom of the CB. Boyko et al. [12] suggested that the decrease of the band gap is due to increased hybridization between N 2p states and O 2p states. This hypothesis was repeated by Wang et al. [9] . However, as the presence of impurity-like O-based bands reported by Boyko et al. [12] and by Wang et al. [14] has not been confirmed by our calculations or by calculations of other groups [9, 13, 22] , the above interpretation can be questioned. Also, N atoms and O atoms are not immediate neighbors in β-Si 6−z Al z O z N 8−z , so their states can hardly hybridize without an intermediary. Moreover, our calculations show (both for ordered and for disordered systems) that the lowest-lying unoccupied states of O have an s character and not a p character. This is in conflict with the idea that N 2p states and O 2p states hybridize at the bottom of the CB. Rather, we assume (in line with Fig. 6 ) that the shift of the bottom of the CB to lower energies is associated with states located on all elements.
One might speculate that the O-derived impurity band obtained in some calculations [12, 14] but not in others [9, 13] (or in our work) could be linked to differences in the structure employed in different calculations. This issue is hard to resolve with certainty because that would require to calculate the electronic structure for all the structures involved so far using just a single calculational method. However, similarly as in the case of dependence of E g on z, we can infer that the different outcome of different studies is not related to having the O atoms either in 6h or in 2c Wyckoff positions. First, this can be deduced from earlier works, because studies of Boyko et al. [12] and of Hirosaki et al. [13] both have O atoms in 6h position and yet one of them found an O-derived impurity band [12] whereas the other did not [13] . It is also interesting to note that the structure employed by Wang et al. [14] , who obtained an O-derived impurity band, contains O atoms both in 6h and in 2c positions. The second argument comes from our own calculations: we performed additional set of calculations for disordered systems with O atoms located in 6h positions instead of 2c positions and found that even though the relative importance of electronic states located on O atoms increases at the bottom of the CB, states located at other atoms are important as well and an impurity band is not observed. The data are presented in the Appendix.
B. Influence of Al/O doping on optical absorption
The main motivation for studying β-Si 6−z Al z O z N 8−z are the luminescence properties. They are linked to a rare-earth dopant, so investigating optical properties of just the β-Si 6−z Al z O z N 8−z host, without rare-earth ions, has only a limited impact. Nevertheless, it is interesting to have a look to what degree the optical properties and fundamental electronic properties correspond, especially in connection with the gap E g . Fig. 7 shows optical absorption spectra for ordered β-Si 6−z Al z O z N 8−z with z=0, 0.333, 0.5, and 2. The system is hexagonal, so we display the average absorption coefficient, (α xx + α zz )/3. One can see that if z increases, the optical gap decreases, similarly as the electronic band gap. So the optical properties of β-Si 6−z Al z O z N 8−z indeed do reflect fundamental electronic properties (as expected). 
C. Influence of finite temperature on the DOS
In this section we explore how the DOS varies under the influence of temperature. Only disordered systems are considered. Fig. 8 provides an overall comparison of the DOS for T =0 K and T =500 K. The effect is similar for the parental β-Si 3 N 4 system as well as for disordered β-Si 6−z Al z O z N 8−z with z=1. Sharp features of the DOS are smeared out and the bottom of the CB is shifted to lower energies. Occupied states are affected by the temperature less than unoccupied states.
To get a more focused view, we show in Fig. 9 the difference between the element-specific DOS at the bottom of the CB calculated for zero temperature and for T =500 K, Data for β-Si 3 N 4 and for disordered β-Si 6−z Al z O z N 8−z with z=0.333, 0.5, and 1 are shown together, so that one can monitor how the sensitivity of the DOS to the temperature varies with the doping z.
One can observe two trends in Fig. 9 . First, states at the Al sites are significantly more stable with respect to the temperature than states at Si, N, or O sites. This is surprising; Al atoms have similar mass as Si atoms so there is no obvious reason why the density of Al-related states should be more prone to finite temperature effects than the density of Si-related states.
The second trend seen in Fig. 9 is perhaps more relevant from the materials science perspective: the amount by which the finite temperature shifts the bottom of the CB to lower energies increases with increasing z. In other words, systems with larger Al/O doping are more sensitive to the temperature (as concerns the DOS). We checked that this trend is valid also for smaller doping (between z=0.03 and z=0.24), there is no reversal of the trend with z which would be analogous to the nonmonotonous behavior of the thermal ionization barrier as calculated by Wang et al. [9] .
A bigger downward shift of the bottom of the CB suggests a larger thermal quenching of the luminescence in the common model of Dorenbos [25] . Our data thus sug-gest that the thermal quenching should increase with increasing Al/O doping z. One should note, however, that this view follows from analyzing only the host states; in luminescent β-Si 6−z Al z O z N 8−z -based materials, the effect of the temperature on the 5d levels of the rare earth ion and their relative position to the CB has to be taken into account as well.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We investigated the electronic structure of a series of β-Si 6−z Al z O z N 8−z systems, with both ordered and disordered structures, for zero and finite temperatures by means of ab initio calculations. Our focus was on the character of states around the electronic band gap. We found that the trends with the Al/O doping z for ordered and for disordered structures are similar. The electronic band gap decreases with z, relatively slowly -by less than 1 eV when going from z=0 to z=2. The optical gap decreases similarly as the electronic band gap.
For all the systems we explored, the top of the valence band is dominated by N states, whereas the bottom of the conduction band is dominated by N states together with Si states. This is -to a large extent -because the number of atoms of these types is significantly larger than the number of Al and O atoms, even for the largest doping The influence of finite temperature on the DOS was investigated via the alloy analogy model. We found that finite temperature effects are more significant for unoccupied states than for occupied states. There is a general trend that increasing the temperature from 0 K to 500 K shifts the bottom of the CB to lower energies. The amount of this shift increases with increasing z. et al. [9] . To demonstrate that our conclusions are not dependent on this particular choice, we compare here the DOS obtained for disordered models with O atoms in 2c positions and with O atoms in 6h positions. We restrict ourselves to the doping levels z=1 and z=2, because here the effect of O doping should be most apparent. Fig. 10 shows how the location of O atoms affects element-specific density of unoccupied states. It is similar to Fig. 4 . One can see that there are differences in the particular shapes of the DOS curves but the overall distribution of the DOS among different elements is similar for both structural models. The importance of O atoms is greater for models with O atoms in 6h positions, however, there is still no evidence for an impurity band located on O atoms.
An element-specific view on the changes of the DOS at the bottom of the CB induced by doping β-Si 3 N 4 if O atoms are put either into 2c positions or into 6h positions is presented in Fig. 11 (the structural models and doping levels are specified in the legend). This figure is analogous to Fig. 6 . Similarly as for Fig. 10 also obvious that other atoms are important as well. To conclude, moving the O atoms from 2c sites to 6h sites does not lead to creation of an impurity band located on O atoms.
